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Error-Propagation Prevention Technique for
Real-Time Video Transmission over ATM Networks
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Abstract—Video sequences compressed by the current video-
compression standards—such as MPEG-1/2 and H.261/H.263,
which include motion compensation and variable-length cod-
ing—are very sensitive to channel disturbances. There exist many
error-concealment techniques that can improve the video quality
substantially. However, they generally do not prevent or termi-
nate the error propagation. The forced intraupdate technique
was proposed for H.245 recently. In this paper, we present an
efficient temporal error-propagation prevention method that im-
plements the forced intraupdate concept implicitly. Once an error
is detected at the decoder, the starting address of the erroneous
macroblocks is sent back to the encoder. The encoder marks
the possible damaged area, and the encoding process continues
as normal except that the motion estimation will probably not
refer to the erroneous part. Thus, the impact of the cell loss is
limited to the erroneous slice only, and the damage from the error
propagation is greatly reduced. Simulation results of MPEG-2
coding over asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) networks show
that the error concealment with feedback can effectively isolate
the error and reduce the damage to give satisfactory performance
even when the cell-loss rate is higher than 1%. With the delay
analysis of ATM networks, we also show that in most cases, the
encoder has adequate time to get the feedback information before
processing the next I- or P-frames.

Index Terms—Asynchronous transfer mode (ATM), error con-
cealment, error prevention, error propagation, quality of service,
video coding.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE MOST commonly used video-compression tech-
niques are based on MPEG-1/2 [1]–[3] or H.26x—i.e.,

H.261 or H.263 [4], [5]—where motion compensation, discrete
cosine transform (DCT)-based coding, variable-length coding
(VLC), and adaptive quantization are performed. These coding
techniques are very sensitive to channel disturbances. A
single error may cause error propagation in both spatial
and temporal domains. Both MPEG and H.26x streams
are constructed by layered structures. In MPEG, a group-
of-pictures (GOP) layer generally includes one intrapicture
(I-frame), several predicted pictures (P-frames), and several
bidirectional predictive pictures (B-frames). The H.26x coding
streams may consist of one I-frame and many P-frames or
PB-frames. Each picture is further divided into a number of
slices, or group of blocks (GOB) in H.26x, of contiguous
macroblocks (MB’s). A slice is the minimum element that
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is equipped with a start-code that provides resynchronization
and thus avoids the spatial error propagation.

Many concealment techniques have been developed to re-
duce the damage from errors. Wada [6] proposed a selective
recovery method that replaces the lost areas with pixel blocks
of the previous frame shifted by the average motion vector of
the neighboring blocks. Wanget al. [7], [8] developed a cell-
loss concealment method that recovers the damaged regions
by dc and low-frequency coefficients for DCT-based video
coding in asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) networks. Aigh
and Fazel [9] presented an error-concealment technique that
interpolates each pixel of the whole lost MB with the adjacent
pixels of the four neighboring MB’s. All of these methods
can partially recover the lost parts and improve the overall
quality. However, none of them can totally prevent the error
from propagation.

To reduce the error-propagation effect in the spatial domain,
we can isolate the dc level or reduce the slice size. Ferńandez
et al. [10] presented an early resynchronization technique with
dc recovery at slices, where the dc recovery technique is only
applied to intracoded pictures.

The forced intraupdate technique has been proposed for
H.245 [11], [12]. In this paper, we present a temporal error-
propagation prevention technique partially based on this idea.
When the decoder detects an error in the I- or P-pictures,
it sends the starting address of the damaged MB to the
encoder. The encoder marks the possible damaged area and
the normal encoding process continues. By this operation, the
motion compensation of the following frames will probably
not refer to the damaged area of the current frame, and the
error propagation in the temporal domain is then terminated
by this feedback mechanism. Note that only a small amount
of information is needed for feedback. This is significantly
different from the commonly used automatic retransmission
mechanism, which requires the retransmittal of whole lost data.
This approach can be applied to either MPEG or H.26x video
coding over networks with feedback channels and limited
delay. In the rest of this paper, we use MPEG/H.261 over
ATM networks as examples to discuss the operations and
performance.

This approach is designed for real-time encoding and de-
coding conditions, such as live video transmission. In our
experiments, we apply it to a real-time video system over
an ATM testbed with quality-of-service (QoS) guarantees. We
observe that the round-trip delay, which includes the video
delivery to the decoder and the feedback to the encoder, in
most cases, is less than several video frames in time. The quick
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Fig. 1. Configuration of real-time video systems on N-ISDN and B-ISDN.

response ensures that the encoder has adequate time to take the
prevention action to avoid referring to the damaged areas in the
next P-frame encoding. Together with the error-concealment
techniques, the error-propagation damage is greatly reduced.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II contains a
brief description of the end-to-end real-time video system that
has been used throughout this work. Section III presents the
video error-propagation effect, the general error-concealment
techniques, and the error-propagation prevention method we
propose. We describe the simulation environment and show
the simulation results in Sections IV and V, respectively. The
delay analysis is described in Section VI. Last, conclusions
are given in Section VII.

II. OVERVIEW OF THE REAL-TIME VIDEO SYSTEM

The capacity of broadband-ISDN (B-ISDN) makes high-
quality real-time video applications possible. ATM networks
have been proposed to provide a unified transport structure for
B-ISDN. As B-ISDN is intended to support a wide variety of
services, it is necessary to cluster these services into classes. A
primary class of B-ISDN services will be visual communica-
tion services for distributed real-time multimedia applications
and integrated media services, supported by the broadcasting
industry and communications industry. The real-time multime-
dia applications include videotelephony, videoconferencing,
distance learning, digital TV broadcasting, intracompany TV,
and road-traffic monitoring.

The delivery of video signals over ATM networks can
exploit the high speed and QoS advantages that ATM net-
works support. However, the video delivery needs special care
because of its complex bandwidth requirements and its high
sensitivity to cell losses.

ATM networks provide many opportunities for new and
evolved services. Although traditional videotelephony and
videoconferencing coded by H.261 or H.263 attempts to work
at low transmission rates, B-ISDN is capable of delivering
high-quality video sequences coded by MPEG-1/MPEG-2 with
its high bandwidth capacity. ATM networks also provide the
possibility of variable bit-rate (VBR) transmission for real-
time services. Fig. 1 shows the configuration of real-time video
applications on narrowband-ISDN (N-ISDN) and B-ISDN. N-
ISDN delivers H.26x video, while B-ISDN delivers MPEG
and H.26x. I.580 is the ITU-T recommendation that covers

the general arrangements for internetworking between B-ISDN
and 64 Kbit/s-based N-ISDN [13], [14].

To provide a real-time video-transmission service, the
round-trip delay time must be shorter than a few hundred
milliseconds, e.g., 300 ms. In practice, the delay should be
designed to be much less than this value for satisfactory
interactive responses.

III. ERROR-PROPAGATION PREVENTION

A cell loss may be detected by communication proto-
cols—e.g., a wrong cell will be indicated in the transport
header—or entropy decoding—e.g., if some codeword cannot
be mapped into the table of the variable-length decoder [15],
[16]. In this section, we discuss the damage from the error-
propagation effect, the general error-concealment techniques,
the concept of error propagation prevention, and the combined
error prevention and concealment procedure performed at the
decoder and the encoder.

A. Error-Propagation Effect

An MPEG GOP consists of three types of frames: I-frames,
P-frames, and B-frames. Error propagation exists in both the
spatial and the temporal domains. The error-propagation effect
in the temporal domain is usually more serious and more
difficult to terminate. The I-picture is intracoded and will be a
reference frame for the following pictures in a GOP. Thus, the
error effect propagates to all the succeeding pictures within a
GOP until the I-frame of the next GOP. Since an I-frame has
no dependency on any other frames, it serves as an effective
synchronization point that terminates error propagation. Thus,
any error propagation is terminated in a GOP, e.g., 12–15
frames in MPEG. This is, however, already unacceptably long
for a high-quality real-time video application.

The P-picture is a forward motion-compensated prediction
picture with a reference to the previous I-frame or P-frame.
The P-frame itself again will be refereed by the motion-
compensation operations of following pictures in a GOP. Thus,
the error in P-pictures will also propagate to all the following
pictures in a GOP. On the other hand, the B-picture is a
motion-compensated interpolation picture. The error in the
decoded B-frames does not propagate in the temporal domain
because it is never used as a reference picture by other frames.
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(a)

Fig. 2. (a) Error prevention and concealment procedure operated at the receiver.

Usually, I-frames and P-frames generate higher rates than
B-frames and thus are more likely to have cell losses in a
network. In addition, B-frames do not have the temporal error-
propagation problem. Hence we only focus on I- and P-pictures
in this paper regarding the error prevention and concealment.

B. Error-Concealment Techniques

Error concealment is commonly used to reduce damage
from the propagation of errors. We use the combined spa-
tial and temporal error-concealment techniques, which shows
significant improvement with moderate complexity [17]. The
spatial error concealment is proposed for the damaged area of
I-frames, in which no motion estimation exists. It interpolates
each pixel of the whole damaged MB with the adjacent pixels
of the four neighboring MB’s [9], [17]. The interpolation for
each pixel is based on the following equation:

(1)

where is the damage MB, is
the respective neighboring MB, and is the
distance from the respective pixel of the MB to the damage
pixel. If any neighbors are also lost, the remaining correct
neighbors are used for interpolation. An alternative is to apply
block interleaving before the encoding so that all neighbors
are more likely to be correct, and the formula can be applied
without modifications [17].

We apply the combined spatial/temporal error concealment
with motion vector interpolation to the P-frames and B-frames
[9], [10]. The spatial error concealment is used for intracoded
MB’s, and the temporal error concealment with motion vector
interpolation is used for intercoded MB’s.

C. Error-Propagation Prevention Algorithm

The reason that the errors propagate in the temporal domain
is that the encoder and decoder are out of synchronization. The
encoder does not have information on the errors that occurred
in the decoding bitstream, and thus continues its normal en-
coding work. The decoder, even with error concealment, may
not reach its original state and hence performs in a suboptimal
way. For instance, if the frame buffers in the encoder and the
decoder have different contents due to transmission errors, the
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(b)

Fig. 2. (Continued.)(b) Error prevention and concealment procedure operated at the transmitter.

MB’s pointed to by the motion vector at the decoder may
contain incorrect data; hence the reconstructed image quality
is deteriorated.

In this paper, we develop an efficient method of tempo-
ral error-propagation prevention with feedback assuming that
a low-rate reverse channel is available. When the receiver
detects an error in the I- or P-frames, it acknowledges the
transmitter the starting address of the damaged MB’s via the
reverse channel. The transmitter, having received the notice,
simply fills in all the pixels in the rest of the erroneous
slice with an infrequently occurring value, e.g., zero (“00”),
and continues the encoding process. With the “00”-marked
MB’s, the following P- or B-pictures will be unlikely to have
motion estimation referred to these MB’s because of the large
differences in pixel values. Thus, further error propagation is
prevented. For instance, if a slice in an I-frame is damaged,
the MB’s in the following pictures that originally referred to
this slice may refer to a different area with low distortion
or change the encoding mode to the intramode for P-pictures
or to the backward prediction mode for B-pictures. Thus, the
reconstructed image quality can be maintained. The overhead
for the feedback operation is low. Only the ID of the lost
MB, which includes the frame ID and the MB location in
a frame, needs to be acknowledged to the transmitter. The
transmitter needs neither to reencode the damaged frame nor

to retransmit the damaged frame. This is significantly different
from the acknowledgment-repeat-request (ARQ) scheme often
used in data communications. Since the motion estimation may
still be applied to error-affected MB’s in this scheme, it has
an advantage over the forced-intraupdate scheme [11], [12],
in which the bit rate may increase substantially at high error
rates due to the forced intramode encoding.

D. Error Prevention and Concealment Procedures

The error-prevention concept and error-concealment tech-
niques are combined into two procedures performed at the
receiver and the transmitter, shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b),
respectively.

1) Procedure Operated at the Receiver:When the receiver
gets a frame ready for decoding, it performs error detection
for each type of frame. The cell loss is detected by the cyclic
redundancy check, or the errors in VLC, or the synchronization
words in the receiver. If the damaged picture is an I- or
P-picture, the starting addresses of the damaged MB’s in a
slice are sent back to the transmitter. Depending on the type
of damaged picture, a suitable error-concealment technique
is applied to estimate the damaged blocks. A spatial error-
concealment technique is chosen for I-pictures, while temporal
or motion-compensated error-concealment techniques are used
for P- and B-pictures. Finally, the normal decoding procedure
continues.
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Fig. 3. Architecture of a real-time video system over an ATM testbed.

2) Procedure Operated at the Transmitter:The error-pre-
vention action is only applied to the encoding of P and B-
pictures. When the acknowledgment of error information with
the starting address of the damaged MB’s is received, the
offset between the damaged frame and the current encoding
frame is first calculated. If the offset is within a P-frame
period, defined as the time duration between two adjacent P-
frames, the encoder marks the corresponding error slice with
“00” in the reference-frame buffer, which is used as reference
in motion estimation. If the end-to-end delay is relatively
long such that the offset is larger than a P-frame period, the
“00”-marked area in the reference-frame buffer needs to be
expanded to avoid being referred in the motion estimation
of later frames. One of the expansion methods for H.263 in
the mobile environment was addressed by Steinbach [12].
For a low delay network such as ATM, however, a simple
expansion may be adequate. A simple and safe expansion in
each direction is the motion-estimation search range for each
additional P-frame-period delay, e.g., a 16-pixel expansion
in each direction for a (16 to 15) motion-estimation
search.

The normal encoding procedure continues after the error-
mark operations. Since the difference in pixel values may be
large, the motion estimation in the following pictures will be
unlikely to refer to the marked area because the encoding type
of an MB may also be changed to avoid the references to
the damaged area. For P-frames, intramode, which does not
perform motion estimation, may be applied to replace the
intermode. For B-frames, the motion estimation of one side
prediction, e.g., backward prediction (BP), may be applied
to replace the other side prediction, e.g., forward prediction
(FP), or interpolated prediction (IP) so that the damage area
is not referred. If, unfortunately, the corresponding areas
in both P-frames that enclose the B-frame are marked, the
encoding mode can be changed to the intramode to improve
the decoded image quality, or simply ignore this case since the
B-frame errors will not propagate temporally anyway. With
this method, the impact of errors is confined in the damaged
picture only.

IV. THE SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT

We have incorporated our algorithm in a real-time video
system over a campus ATM testbed, shown in Fig. 3. An
MPEG coder based on TM5 is used in the simulations [2],

TABLE I
PSNR REDUCTIONS OF“N O EC & EP” (NO ERROR CONCEALMENT

AND ERROR PREVENTION), “EC1” (SIMPLE SPATIAL REPLACEMENT),
“EC2” (SPATIAL INTERPOLATION EC), AND “ECP” (ERROR

CONCEALMENT AND ERROR PREVENTION) FOR Y, U, AND V
COMPONENTS OFI-FRAMES WITH CELL-LOSS RATE 10�2

[18]. Fore SBA-200 ATM cards are used as the user–network
interface (UNI) to the ATM network. The ATM adaptation
layers (AAL) it supports are AAL5 and AAL3/4 segmentation
and reassembly. FORE ASX-200 ATM switches delivering
switching capacity of 2.5 Gbps are used as ATM nodes. All
connections are running on 155-Mbps Oc-3c fibers. The video
coding and ATM networking functions are running under the
Unix operating system. At the transmitter side, the connection
management module responds to the receiver requests. The
receiver is responsible for requesting and receiving data from
the transmitter and putting data into shared memory. ATM
connections are established on Fore native ATM application
programming interface (API).

The system provides QoS control to fit the requirements
of different services. A user-level service class is used to
represent the user’s desired level of service. We discuss QoS
parameters, which are related to video coding in the ATM and
AAL [19], [20], and are used in the simulation setup and the
delay analysis in later sections. The QoS parameters include
the following:

1) end-to-end delay:the total delay experienced by a frame
in traveling from transmitter to the receiver;

2) frame loss ratio:the percentage of lost frames during
transmission between the transmitter and the receiv-
er;
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4. PSNR’s of the video sequenceGarden with different techniques: (a) cell loss at I-frames, (b) cell loss at first P-frames (frame 3), and (c)
random cell loss with cell-loss rate 10�2.

3) peak bandwidth:the maximum (burst) rate at which
the transmitter produces data, measured in kilobits per
second;

4) mean bandwidth:the average bandwidth expected over
the lifetime of the connection, also measured in kilobits
per second.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

The simulations are carried out under the conditions that
the cell-loss rate is controlled under 7% and the peak signal-
to-noise ratio (PSNR) between the reconstructed and original
images is used as an objective image-quality measure. The
video sequences, includingTable Tennis, Football, Flower,
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(a) (d)

(b) (e)

(c) (f)

Fig. 5. Effect of error-propagation prevention and error concealment forGarden sequence. (a) Frame 0 (I-frame) with cell loss. (b) Frame 3 (P-frame)
with cell loss and error propagation. (c) Frame 5 (B-frame) with error propagation. (d) Frame 0 (I-frame) with spatial EC. (e) Frame 3 (P-frame) with
ECP. (f) Frame 5 (B-frame) with ECP.

Sales Man,and Miss America,with CIF sequence format
(24 fps, 352 240 pels, 4 : 2 : 0 chrominance format, 15 slices
per picture), are MPEG coded at 1.5 Mbps, 12 pictures per
GOP, one slice per MB row. The feedback channel is assumed
to be error free in the simulations.

A. Performance of Error-Propagation
Prevention and Concealment

To examine the impact of errors in different types of
frames, we first control the cell loss to occur in certain
frames. The average PSNR reductions with various conceal-

ment and prevention techniques at the cell-loss rate 10
are given in Table I for I-frame errors and in Table II for
the first P-frame (frame 3) errors. Different concealment
and prevention/concealment techniques are compared. We
observe that both the simple spatial replacement (EC1), which
copies from the above MB, and the spatial interpolation error
concealment (EC2), shown in (1), can reduce the error damage
substantially. However, the degradation is still significant
compared with the error-free case. Only the error concealment
and prevention (ECP) technique we proposed yields less than
0.8 dB degradation, which is the best performance among all
tested techniques.
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TABLE II
PSNR REDUCTION OF “N O EC & EP” (NO ERROR CONCEALMENT AND

ERROR PREVENTION), “EC1” (SIMPLE SPATIAL REPLACEMENT), “EC2”
(SPATIAL INTERPOLATION EC), AND “ECP” (ERROR CONCEALMENT

AND ERROR PREVENTION) FOR Y, U, AND V COMPONENTS OF

THE FIRST P-FRAMES IN GOP’s WITH CELL-LOSS RATE 10�2

Fig. 4 shows the PSNR’s of the individual frames of GOP’s
in the Gardensequence with different concealment and pre-
vention techniques. In Fig. 4(a), the errors are controlled
to occur at the first frame (I-frame). The two concealment
techniques “EC1” and “EC2” give good results. However, the
error still propagates to the whole GOP with concealment
only. Our proposed ECP technique not only improves the
quality of the current frame but also prevents the error from
propagation to all following frames. Note that if, unfortunately,
the round-trip delay time is too long to acknowledge the
encoder before processing the next P-frame, ECP can still
be performed to prevent the error from further propagation,
shown as the ECP-P line (partial ECP) in Fig. 4(a). The
case of P-frame errors is shown in Fig. 4(b), in which errors
occur at the third frame (P-frame). ECP still has the best
performance. Fig. 4(c) demonstrates the case of random cell
loss with a loss rate of 2 10 . In this specific example,
two- or three-cell losses occur in frames 0(I), 1(B), 2(B), 3(P),
and one-cell losses occur in 6(P), 9(P). In other frames, even
though no cell losses occur, the quality is degraded; except
for the ECP technique, which terminates the error propagation
effectively.

Fig. 5 shows the effect of error prevention and error con-
cealment for the above specific case. Fig. 5(a) is an example of
video frame 0(I), which is contaminated by three errors in the
MPEG bitstream. Spatial propagation of errors is manifested
as the loss of a slice. Fig. 5(b) shows two new errors and
the errors propagated from previous frame 0(I). Although
frame 5(B) has no error, serious error propagation occurs,
shown as in Fig. 5(c). Fig. 5(d) is the I-frame with spatial
interpolation error concealment (EC) based on (1). Fig. 5(e)
and (f) shows the corresponding P- and B-frames, respectively,
with error propagation prevention technique ECP, which yields
significantly better quality.

To evaluate the performance of the ECP method at various
cell-loss rates, we compute the average PSNR of the video
sequenceFootball. A sufficiently long test sequence is formed
by concatenating the original sequence with itself by 100
times. Fig. 6 shows the PSNR at the cell-loss ratio 0.1%7%
for both the random and burst cases. The average burst length

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. Average PSNR of the video sequenceFootball with different tech-
niques: (a) random cell loss and (b) burst cell loss at the rate 0.1%�

7%.

is set to 4.68 cells in this simulation. The random case yields
worse picture quality than the burst case. The ECP technique
outperforms other concealment techniques at all ranges of
tested cell-loss rates. In the simulations, if errors occur in
the picture header, the current decoding picture is ignored or,
equivalently, replaced by the previous picture stored in the
frame buffer.

B. Bit-Rate Comparison

Since the ECP algorithm changes the encoding from in-
termode to intramode for some MB’s, it is a concern that
the bit rate will increase. With the embedded rate-control
mechanism of the TM5 MPEG encoder [2], the output rate
can be maintained almost constant. However, the effect of
the inter/intramode change is reflected to the PSNR’s, for
which we have shown that the ECP method has significant
improvements. Nevertheless, Table III gives the comparisons
of bit rates of each frame with the ECP algorithm to the error-
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TABLE III
BIT RATES IN Kbps OF EACH FRAME OF A GOP FOR

ECP TECHNIQUES, TESTED FORTHREE VIDEO SEQUENCES

Fig. 7. Frame resequence in MPEG(12, 3) coding system.

free case. Two cases, ECP(I) (error occurs at the I-frame) and
ECP(P) (error occurs at the P-frame) are tested. For the target
bit rate of 1.5 Mb/s, the average bit rate increasing by ECP is
only 0.005% 0.096%, which is almost negligible.

VI. END-TO-END DELAY-TIME ANALYSIS

In this section, we discuss how much delay budget we can
get from a video over an ATM system for feedback and the
estimation of end-to-end delay in a real-time video system
over ATM networks.

A. Round-Trip Delay Budget

In order to have effective error-prevention operation, the
encoder needs to receive the feedback information on the
lost MB’s before processing the next P-frame. This maximum
round-trip delay time is therefore referred to as the delay
budget, which is the upper bound of the delay used in the
design of the video over ATM systems.

In H.261–like video coding, since the encoding of each
frame will refer to the previous frame, the delay budget is a
frame period, e.g., 1/12 or 1/15 s. In MPEG coding, however,
the delay budget could be larger in terms of the number of
frames because the encoding of B-frames does not need the
feedback of error information.

Fig. 8. End-to-end delay model in video-over-ATM networks.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 9. Model of ATM network interface. (a) Point to point and (b) multi-
point to point.

TABLE IV
END-TO-END DELAY PARAMETERS

Since the encoding of each B-frame needs to refer to both
adjacent I- and P-frames, the encoding of a B-frame must
be performed after the encoding of the next P-frame. Fig. 7
shows the example of an MPEG ( ) coding
system, where is the number of frames in a GOP and
is the distance between I–P or P–P frames. Only the relative
positions of the video frames are shown. The delays generated
in the encoder, the network, and the decoder will be discussed
in the next section. Since the encoding sequence order is
reversed for P–B-frames, each B-frame must be delayed for at
least frames for encoding. I- and P-frames, however, do not
need delay, which can be encoded immediately after capture.
The decoding sequence is exactly the same as the encoding
sequence in which the B- and P-frames are with reversed
order. Finally, the display buffer is used to resequence the
frames to the original order for correct display. For any error
occurring in I- or P-frames, there exists frames end-to-end
delay budget available for information feedback.

B. Delay-Time Analysis

We give primitive estimates of the delay occurring in each
part of a video-over-ATM system. Depending on the actual
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TABLE V
ATM QOS PARAMETERS AND BUFFER DELAY

Fig. 10. The allowable size of an ATM network that supports the er-
ror-prevention scheme.

implementation, extra delay may be needed in some part.
Fig. 8 shows the delay model of an end-to-end connection.
To have an approximately zero cell-loss probability in the
end-to-end connection, the end-to-end delay can be calculated
by

(2)

and the round-trip delay can be approximated by

(3)

where delay parameters are listed in Table IV.
1) ATM Switch Delay:The Fore System ASX series ATM

switch used in this project has first in, first out queues. The
upper bound of the delay for a 155-Mbps link is 1.402 ms for
the ASX-100 ATM switch and 1.25 ms for ASX-200 ATM
switch [21].

2) ATM Network Interface Delay:The transmission delay
of an SBA-200 Sbus ATM adapter card can be obtained in
a similar manner as that of the switch [22] (Fig. 9). There
are two cases related to the video system in which we are
interested.

a) Point-to-point case:This case supports point-to-point
videoconferencing. The output and input adapter-card delays
are approximately and , respec-
tively, where bits for ATM cell length and and

are adapter card throughputs. If
Mbps, then ms, and the end-to-end adapter-
card delay is ms.

b) Multipoint-to-point case:This case supports point-to-
multipoint videoconferencing. The worst case of end-to-end
adapter-card delay without cell loss is calculated as

, where is queue size.
3) Propagation Delay:The optical-fiber propagation delay

is approximated as s km at
multimode graded index fibers or single-mode fibers for ATM
networks, where is the length of a fiber along which the
axial ray travels, is the refractive index of the core, and
is the velocity of light in vacuum.

4) Encoder Buffer Delay:The video-coding output is nat-
urally VBR, which may not be perfectly matched to the
network throughput. Thus, an encoder buffer is needed to
temporarily store the video data for transmission. The network
throughput is expressed by the QoS parameters, including peak
transmission rate, mean transmission rate, and average burst
length. The buffer requirement and the buffer delay can be
derived from the relationship between the source rate and the
transmission rate. Since in current video codecs the high-rate
frames, e.g., I-frames, are enclosed by low-rate frames, e.g.,
B-frames, the buffer requirement of the encoder is calculated
as the maximum buffer space that is enough for a full frame.

Depending on the maximum burst length specified by QoS,
the buffer requirement may be derived differently. In the worst
case, if the maximum burst length is specified as close to
zero, the buffer length should be larger than the difference
between the peak source rate and the mean transmission
rate to avoid cell loss, i.e.,

in the unit of Kbits/frame (4)

where is the frame rate.
The worst case buffer delay happens for the

burst source, i.e., the encoded data of a frame enter the buffer
instantaneously. Its delay can be calculated by

(5)

where is the maximum throughput, which is between the
peak transmission rate and the mean transmission rate.

Two examples of user service classes and buffer require-
ments with different video-coding schemes are shown in
Table V. The mean source is given by the QoS requirement
for a service class. The peak source rate is measured from
several video sequences. The mean transmission rate is set to
be equal to the mean source rate, which is the worst case in
terms of the buffer requirement. The frame rate of H.261 is
set to be one-half of the MPEG frame rate for the tradeoff
between the frame rate and the video quality. Then the worst
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case buffer requirement and delay are calculated by (4) and
(5), respectively.

C. Delay-Budget Allocation

We have discussed the delay budget allowed for feedback
and the delay in each part of ATM networks. Based on
the above analysis, we figure out the maximum size of
ATM networks that support the error prevention by feedback
scheme. Since the delay of a connection imposed in a network
is affected by the total length of the linksand the number of
switches , we express the network size by the combination of

and . Fig. 10 shows the maximum size of an ATM network
that can support the error-prevention scheme for two typical
video-coding systems. For an MPEG ( )
coding system, the maximum network size can span over 4000
Km with ten ATM hubs. For an H.261 application, the delay
budget is relatively small. Nevertheless, it can still span over
1000 Km, which covers a large part of video applications.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have proposed an efficient temporal error-propagation
prevention method in which only the starting address of the
lost MB’s is feedback from the decoder to the encoder and the
impact of the cell loss can be limited to the damaged slice only.
The impact from the error propagation is thus greatly reduced.
Experimental results show that the error-concealment-only
schemes cannot fully eliminate the error-propagation effect.
On the other hand, the error concealment with feedback can
effectively isolate the error and conceal the damage to give
satisfactory performance even when the cell-loss rate is as
high as 10 . For systems with long round-trip delays, the
prevention scheme can still terminate the error propagation at
the following P-frames and improve the video quality.
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